V. OPERATING INSTRUCTION

1. The vehicle can be used as long as the fuse - tube in the bottom of the frame is assembled.
2. First press the on switch of the accelerator pedal, then operate the gear switch, so the vehicle can move forward or backward. The gear switch includes separate gear, forward, backward, in the middle is stop. Press the switch forward it runs fast, backward it runs slowly. The switch of the pedal stops when the automatic gear is in use. To be safer, you'd better not use the automatic gear.
3. Step on the pedal to run the vehicle, release the pedal to stop it. Or step on the brake button, the vehicle will stop immediately.
4. There is simulated sounds of car in the steering wheel for entertainment.
5. Turning the steering wheel to make a turn.
6. Please do not ride the vehicle in any areas considered hazardous. Children who ride it must be guarded by adults.

VI. Q&A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Check Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Vehicle does not run                   | 1. Check whether the electric lines or other connections are connected correctly?  
                                          | 2. Whether the general switch is off?                                        |
| Vehicle runs slowly                    | 1. Check whether the battery has recharged for 6-10 hours?                   |
|                                        | 2. Whether the electric machine is damaged?                                 |
|                                        | 3. Whether the gearwheel-box is damaged?                                    |
| Incapable of charging the battery fully| 1. The battery or the charger is faulty.                                   |
|                                        | 2. The recharge plug is faulty or there is abnormal thing in it.             |
| Vehicle sends out abnormal sounds      | 1. The gearwheel box is damaged.                                            |
|                                        | 2. The radiator comes off.                                                  |
|                                        | 3. There is too much sand in the wheels.                                    |
I. SPECIFICATION OF THE BATTERY MOTORCYCLE

Applicable age: 3-8 year old  Weight restriction: 30kgs  Size: 122x61x55cm
Speed of the vehicle: 3-5km/h  Life-span of the charger: rechargeable for about 300 times
Rechargeable source: Input AC 220V±20V  
Output 6V 1000mA
Battery: Sealed 2x6V 10AH

II. SAFETY OPERATION RULE

1. The product is forbidden for riding on public streets, roads, slopes, beside the waters or any other areas considered hazardous, and it must be kept away from fires.
2. This product’s maximum load should be no heavier than 30 kgs, and it is only suitable for children aged between 3 and 8.
3. Children should be instructed the way to operate the vehicle before ride it, and they can use the vehicle only when adults are present.
4. This product should be assembled by adults. Please do not rinse the vehicle with water. It is only necessary to wipe it with a piece of duster.
5. Please do not change the forward/backward switch arbitrarily avoiding the danger and damage to the product. The on/off switch should only be operated while the vehicle is fully stopped.
6. This product is only for one person. It is forbidden to be overweight.

III. ASSEMBLING INSTRUCTION

1. Assemble the front wheel: Put the lining case into the hole of the front wheel, then let the front wheel pierce through its fixed axis, finally fix it with a φ10 screw.
2. Assemble the rear wheel: Put the lining case into the hole of the rear wheel, then let the rear wheel pierce through its fixed axis, finally fix it with a φ10 screw.
3. Assemble the front bumper: Put the bumper onto the fixed position in the front part of the vehicle, then fix it with a φ4 screw.
4. Assemble the rear bumper: Put the bumper onto the fixed position in the rear part of the vehicle, then fix it with a φ4 screw.
5. Fix the steering wheel: First let the turning-lever pierce upward from the bottom of the vehicle, when it reaches to the middle hole of the dial, let the turning-lever hook onto the turning-frame, set a iron-flake in it, and fix it. Let the orientating ironwork pierce through the turning-lever through the turning-lever to a fixed hole and fix it with a φ5 screw.
6. Assemble the wingmirror: First insert the wingmirror into the frame of the vehicle, then insert the windscreen into the wingmirror-rack and fix it with a φ3x6 screw.
7. Assemble the passengers seat: Put the passengers seat onto its position and fix it with a φ4x16 screw.
8. Assemble the spare tire: Insert the decorating ring into the hole of the wheel, put it into the assembling hole in the rear part of the vehicle, and fix it with a φ4 screw.

IV. WAY OF RECHARGING AND NOTES

1. The recharge plug is under the seat.
2. After every usage, please recharge the battery for 8 to 12 hours. Please do not charge the battery for more than 18 hours.
3. The charger will have a warm feeling when it is in use. It is a normal phenomenon.
4. Please recharge the battery every 3-month when the vehicle is not in use.
5. Recharging should be operated by adults. (The charger is not a toy)